ABSTRACT. We show under what conditions the complex computing general Ext-groups carries the structure of a cyclic operad such that Ext becomes a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra. This is achieved by transferring cyclic cohomology theories for the dual of a (left) Hopf algebroid to the complex in question, which asks for the notion of contramodules introduced along with comodules by Eilenberg-Moore half a century ago. Another crucial ingredient is an explicit formula for the inverse of the Hopf-Galois map on the dual, by which we illustrate recent categorical results and answer a long-standing open question. As an application, we prove that the Hochschild cohomology of an associative algebra A is Batalin-Vilkovisky if A itself is a contramodule over its enveloping algebra A b A op . This is, for example, the case for symmetric algebras and Frobenius algebras with semisimple Nakayama automorphism. We also recover the construction for Hopf algebras.
INTRODUCTION
The notion of higher structures on cohomology groups, more precisely, of Gerstenhaber algebras (consisting of a graded commutative product together with a graded Lie bracket that determines graded inner derivations of the product) and the stronger notion of BatalinVilkovisky algebras (a Gerstenhaber algebra with a degree´1 differential B that fails to be a graded derivation of the product exactly by the graded Lie bracket), has attracted quite some attention recently; see, for example, [Al, BrLa, EuSch, GáToVa, Gi, KauWaZú, La, LaZhZi, LiZh, Lod, Me1, Me2, KoKr3, Ko1, Ko2, Tr, Vo, Wa] and references therein. A particular focus naturally lies on Hochschild theory: whereas it is a classical result [Ge] that Hochschild cohomology H ‚ pA, Aq of an associative algebra A (over a commutative ring k) always carries a Gerstenhaber algebra structure, this structure is not necessarily that of a Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) algebra: a counterexample of an algebra the Hochschild cohomology of which is not BV can be easily constructed by considering a free algebra in two generators [Kr] . However, it is known for the following classes of algebras that H ‚ pA, Aq does indeed admit the structure of a BV algebra:
-symmetric algebras [Tr, Me1] ; -Frobenius algebras with semisimple Nakayama automorphism [LaZhZi, Vo] ; -Calabi-Yau algebras [Gi] ; -twisted Calabi-Yau algebras [KoKr3] , and probably more. These results were obtained by various different approaches, for example, those in [Gi, KoKr3, LaZhZi] by passing through a sort of Poincaré duality [VdB, La, KoKr1] and using the notion of noncommutative differential calculus [TaTs] , or more precisely, the notion of a BV module structure on the respective Hochschild homology H ‚ pA, Aq, see also [Ko2] for a generalised treatment. It would be desirable to have a more direct approach (i.e., one that does not use Poincaré duality) and in particular one method that covers all cases and yields a sufficient criterion to decide whether H ‚ pA, Aq is a BV algebra.
1.1. Aims and objectives. The aim of this paper is threefold. First, this paper is a continuation of preceding work in [KoKr3, Ko1, Ko2] in which we investigated Gerstenhaber and BV algebra (as well as module) structures on derived functors over quite general rings, or more precisely, on Ext ‚ U pA, M q, Tor ‚ pN, Aq, and Cotor ‚ U pA, M q for a bialgebroid U over a in general noncommutative base algebra A and certain coefficients M, N . Here, the question remained open in which circumstances the canonical Gerstenhaber structure on Ext ‚ U pA, M q given in [KoKr3, Ko1] (for certain coefficients M ) is indeed a BV algebra. The question about the existence of these higher structures is related to the structure of a cocyclic module (in the sense of Connes [Co1] ) on the complexes computing the respective (co)homology groups and, in particular, to the existence of a (co)cyclic operator such that the respective complexes become a cyclic operad [GetKa] , which implies a BV algebra structure on cohomology [Me1] : see §2 for all necessary definitions and results we are going to use.
Hence, put differently, the first question we want to answer is: under which conditions is there a cyclic structure on the complex computing Ext ‚ U pA, M q? Observe that this question already appeared very early on a basic level [Co2] : as discussed shortly in Remark 6.3, it is a priori not clear how to define a cocyclic operator on the Hochschild complex C ‚ pA, Aq (which computes Ext A e pA, Aq if A is k-projective) for an arbitrary associative k-algebra A with coefficients in the algebra itself.
As Hochschild theory is obtained from bialgebroid theory by considering the bialgebroid pA e , Aq, an answer in the bialgebroid setting will give an answer to this problem as well, which is the second goal of this article: for which associative k-algebras A one can find a cocyclic operator on the Hochschild complex C ‚ pA, Aq making it into a cyclic operad and hence its Hochschild cohomology H ‚ pA, Aq into a BV algebra? On the other extreme, as for the cyclic cohomology of a Hopf algebra H over a commutative ring k (see, e.g., [Me1, Me2] for an overview), the cocyclic operator τ for a cochain of, say, degree one f P Hom k pH, kq would be simply τ pf q :" f˝S, where S is the antipode of H. This unfortunately cannot be so easily generalised to a (left) Hopf algebroid pU, Aq as usually there is no antipode in a proper sense, and even if there were, this would not be of much help: here, the cochain space in degree one is Hom A op pU, Aq and a possible antipode would turn the (various) A-module structures around, that is, f˝S would not land in Hom A op pU, Aq again.
A simple idea of how to possibly obtain a cocyclic structure on the complex computing Ext ‚ U pA, M q goes by passing through the duals: if a left bialgebroid pU, Aq is finitely generated A-projective (in one of the possible four senses), then one knows [KaSz] that the (right) dual U˚:" Hom A op pU, Aq is a right bialgebroid.
On the other hand, in [Ko1] we showed that the Cotor-groups over a (left) Hopf algebroid carry the structure of a BV algebra, and via the k-module isomorphism Cotor ‚ U˚p M, Aq » Ext ‚ U pA, M q, where on the left hand side M is considered as a right U˚-comodule and on the right hand side as a left U -module, there should be one on the Ext-groups as well, arising from a cocyclic structure that, once obtained, possibly makes sense even if one drops the finiteness assumption, which is needed if one wants to include the Hochschild theory as A e usually is not finitely generated over A. Here, however, arise two difficulties, which lead us to the third goal in this paper: for Cotor ‚ U˚p M, Aq to be a BV algebra, the right bialgebroid U˚needs to carry a (right) Hopf algebroid structure, but until very recently it was not known whether this is the case. The question was asked in [Bö] and probably earlier, some progress in this direction was achieved in [ChGaKo] , but only in [Sch2] an affirmative answer was given by an elegant abstract categorical reasoning, which unfortunately lacked an explicit formula for the translation map characterising the Hopf structure as a substitute for the antipode, see §2.2.3 for all technical details. Hence, the third question we aim to answer in this article is: what is the explicit Hopf structure on the dual U˚of a left Hopf algebroid U ?
On top, there arise even more technical complications as the coefficient module M in Cotor ‚ U˚p M, Aq needs to be a (stable) anti Yetter-Drinfel'd module over U˚, which means a left U˚-module and right U˚-comodule with action and coaction compatible in a certain way. Now, right U˚-comodules correspond to left U -modules, whereas left U˚-modules rather correspond to right U -contramodules which were introduced by [EiMo] half a century ago, but later somehow forgotten. Hence, another question we wish to clarify is how the anti Yetter-Drinfel'd compatibility of a left U˚-module right U˚-comodule transforms into a compatibility between a left U -module structure and a right U -contramodule structure on the same underlying A-module.
Main results.
With respect to the three question just asked, let us list the answers we found. Again, we refer to the main text for all details as well as notation.
1.2.1. Duals of (left) Hopf algebroids. In Theorem 3.1, we give an explicit expression for the translation map on the (right) dual of a left Hopf algebroid: Theorem 1.1. Let pU, Aq be a left Hopf algebroid with translation map u Þ Ñ u`b A op uf or u P U , and let U be finitely generated projective as a right A-module via the target map. Then the right dual pU˚, Aq carries the structure of a right Hopf algebroid over a right bialgebroid. More precisely, the mapβ´1 : U˚Ñ U˚b A op U˚given by pβ´1pφqqpu, vq " pu φqpvq :" εpφpu´vq § u`q yields a translation map on U˚. Explicitly, if te i u 1ďiďn P U, te i u 1ďiďn P U˚is a dual basis, the translation map reads as φ´b A op φ`:" ř i e i b A op pe i φq.
If U happens to be not only a left Hopf algebroid but also a right Hopf algebroid (still on the underlying structure of a left bialgebroid) in the sense mentioned, for example, in [ChGaKo, §2.3] or §2.2.3, then applying the above map for v " 1 leads to an isomorphism between the right dual U˚and the left dual U˚, and one can then speak of the only dual, which is by the above again a left and a right Hopf algebroid (over the underlying structure of a right bialgebroid), see Remark 3.2. This should lead to a possibly easier statement compared to the approach in [BöSz, §5] about the dual(s) of a full Hopf algebroid.
1.2.2. Contramodules. A (right) contramodule over a left bialgebroid pU, Aq is a right A-module M together with a right A-module map γ : Hom A op pU, M q Ñ M that fulfils a sort of associativity and unitality property, see Definition 2.6 for details. As mentioned in §1.1, we are interested in the question of how anti Yetter-Drinfel'd modules over the dual U˚of a finitely generated A-projective left Hopf algebroid U transform into a module and contramodule over U with compatibility between the action and the contraaction, leading to the notion of stable anti Yetter-Drinfel'd contramodules for left Hopf algebroids in Definition 4.3. The main statement in Lemma 4.6 is then that there is an equivalence
between the categories of (stable) aYD modules over U˚and (stable) aYD contramodules over U . None of the above categories appears to be monoidal but both of them are module categories over the category of Yetter-Drinfel'd modules (at least in the finite case), see Proposition 4.8.
Cyclic and BV structures on
Ext. In §4.1, we explicitly describe the structure of a cocyclic k-module on the complex we are interested in, which allows us to prove in Theorem 5.1 and its Corollary 5.3 the following central result: 
can be made into a cocyclic k-module with cocyclic operator
In particular, choosing the base algebra itself as coefficient module, CpU, Aq becomes a cyclic operad with multiplication and therefore the cohomology groups H ‚ pU, Aq (resp. Ext ‚ U pA, Aq if U Ž is projective) form a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra. For a Hopf algebra H over a commutative ring k, the contraaction γ that appears in the above theorem is simply evaluation on the unit and one thereby recovers the BV algebra structure on Ext ‚ H pk, kq that was given by Menichi [Me2] . We also give a version for more general coefficients in which A in the second statement in the above theorem is replaced by a braided commutative Yetter-Drinfel'd algebra (see the second part of Theorem 5.1), where we, however, have to assume a certain finiteness condition again.
BV algebra structures on Hochschild cohomology of associative algebras.
The aforementioned Theorem 1.2 can then be applied to the case of the Hopf algebroid pU, Aq " pA e , Aq which controls Hochschild theory, and therefore yields statements on when the Hochschild cohomology of an associative algebra carries the structure of a BV algebra. In §6.1, we give a sufficient condition for when this is the case: Theorem 1.3. Let A be an associative k-algebra which is a contramodule over A e with contraaction γ. Then pτ f qpa 1 , . . . , a n q " γ`a 1 f pa 2 , . . . , a n ,´qd As discussed in §6.1.1 and §6.1.2, examples of when such a contraaction exists are given by symmetric algebras, or, more generally, by Frobenius algebras with semisimple (diagonalisable) Nakayama automorphism, recovering the aforementioned results of Menichi [Me1] , Tradler [Tr] , Lambre-Zhou-Zimmermann [LaZhZi] as well as [Vo] .
How to find a contraaction on (twisted) Calabi-Yau algebras so as to also recover the results in [Gi] and [KoKr3] appears to be more intricate and will be deferred to a separate publication, in which we also plan to find new examples and to include further aspects like Koszul duals as in [CheYaZh] . The most important question to clarify would be whether one can classify contraactions γ for a given algebra A, and in particular whether the existence of such a map is implied by or even equivalent to already known concepts on associative algebras, or whether this leads to a new class of algebras instead.
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PRELIMINARIES
In this preliminary section, we gather most of the basic (algebraic) ideas we are going to use, and also fix some notation. Let k be a commutative ground ring (most of the time of characteristic zero), and as always let an unadorned tensor product be meant over k.
2.1. Cyclic operads and Batalin-Vilkovisky algebras. The main point in this subsection is given by Theorem 2.3 below, which establishes a relationship between Gerstenhaber algebras and operads with multiplication resp. Batalin-Vilkovisky algebras and cyclic operads with multiplication, which is the fundamental result underlying our entire considerations. Let us define the required ingredients first.
Definition 2.1.
(i ) A Gerstenhaber algebra over k is given by a triple`V, , t¨,¨u˘, where V " À pPN V p is a graded commutative k-algebra with multiplication α β " p´1q pq β α P V p`q for α P V p , β P V q , along with a graded Lie bracket
on the desuspension V r1s :" À pPN V p`1 , for which all operators tγ,¨u satisfy the graded Leibniz rule tγ, α βu " tγ, αu β`p´1q pq α tγ, βu,
A Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra may also be called exact Gerstenhaber algebra and B is sometimes said to generate the Gerstenhaber bracket.
Turning to the next ingredient we are going to use, note that in all what follows the term "(cyclic) operad" always refers to a non-Σ (cyclic) operad in the category of k-modules in the sense given right below. See, for example, [LoVa, Ma] for more information on operads, and [GetKa, MaShSt, Me1] for cyclic ones.
Definition 2.2.
(i ) A (non-Σ) operad in the category of k-modules is a sequence tOpnqu ně0 of kmodules with an identity element 1 P Op1q together with k-bilinear operations
for any ϕ P Oppq, ψ P Opqq, and χ P Oprq. The operad is called with multiplication if there exists an operad multiplication µ P Op2q and a unit e P Op0q such that µ˝1 µ " µ˝2 µ and µ˝1 e " µ˝2 e " 1 holds. (ii ) A cyclic operad is a (non-Σ) operad O equipped with k-linear maps
for every ϕ P Oppq and ψ P Opqq. In case the last equation is not fulfilled, one also speaks (in analogy to cyclic homology) of a para-cyclic operad. A cyclic operad with multiplication is both a cyclic operad and an operad with multiplication µ such that τ µ " µ.
The first part of the following well-known useful result is due to [Ge, GeSch, McCSm] and possibly others, whereas its enhanced second part appeared in [Me1, Thm. 1.4 
from the category of left resp. right U -modules to the category of A-bimodules, that is, every N P U -Mod resp. M P U op -Mod becomes an A-bimodule via
This in particular applies to U itself, that is, left and right multiplication in U define Abimodule structures of both these types on U itself, and this defines two morphisms s : A Ñ U, spaq :" ηpa b 1q, and t : A op Ñ U, tpbq :" ηp1 b bq for a, b P A, the source resp. target map of the pair pU, Aq.
Left and right bialgebroids.
Recall then from [T] that a left bialgebroid is a sextuple pU, A, s ℓ , t ℓ , ∆ ℓ , εq, abbreviated pU, Aq, which adds to the data of the A e -ring pU, A, s ℓ , t ℓ q introduced above two A-bimodule maps with respect to the A-bimodule structure Ż U Ž , the left coproduct
, where we use the common Sweedler subscript notation (with summation understood), and the left counit ε : U Ñ A such that pU, ∆ ℓ , εq becomes a counital A-coring, which means that one has a couple of compatibility conditions that need more technical attention than those for bialgebras as the base ring A is in general noncommutative; see, e.g., [Bö, Def. 3.3] . For example, the counitality axioms read as εpu p1Ż u p2q " u " u p1q Ž εpu p2q q. As in the bialgebra case, one also wants the comultiplication to be a morphism of the multiplication in the sense of ∆puvq " ∆puq∆pvq, and in order to give this equation a well-defined sense, the coproduct has to corestrict to a map U Ñ UˆA U , where UˆA U is the Sweedler-Takeuchi product, that is, the A e -submodule of U b A U defined by
which in contrast to U b A U becomes an A e -ring by factorwise multiplication. Also,
for the counit, for all u, v P U and a P A.
A right bialgebroid [KaSz, §2] is again a sextuple pV, B, s r , t r , ∆ r , Bq formed by a B ering pV, B, s r , t r q together with two B-bimodule maps but this time with respect to the B-bimodule structure § V đ , the right coproduct
, where we use the less common Sweedler superscript notation (with summation understood), and the right counit B : V Ñ B, subject to certain compatibility conditions which are opposite to those of a left bialgebroid. Indeed, the opposite pU op , A, t ℓ , s ℓ , ∆ ℓ , ǫq of a left bialgebroid pU, A, s ℓ , t ℓ , ∆ ℓ , ǫq is a right bialgebroid, and from this one can easily deduce the explicit axioms for a right bialgebroid.
Both notions of left and right bialgebroid generalise bialgebras (the case of which is recovered by taking A " k resp. B " k); see, for example, [Ko3, §2] 
is bijective. In this case, one can define a so-called translation map for which we introduce the Sweedler notation u`b A op u´:" α´1 ℓ pu b A 1q. In case A " k is central in U , the map α ℓ is invertible if and only if U is a Hopf algebra, and one has u`b u´:" u p1q b Spu p2q q, where S is the antipode of the Hopf algebra. Of course, (2.6) is not the only possible Hopf-Galois map that can be defined for a left bialgebroid: the map α r :
is another one, and if this map is invertible, the left bialgebroid pU, Aq is called a right Hopf algebroid.
We refer to, for example, [BöSz, Prop. 4.2] and [ChGaKo, §2.3] and references therein for further details and an explanation of the terminology.
Of course, the notions of left and right Hopf algebroid also exist if the underlying bialgebroid is a right instead of a left one. Since we are going to deal with the dual of a left bialgebroid (which is a right bialgebroid), we will need (one of) these concepts as well: we say that the right bialgebroid pV, Bq is a right Hopf algebroid if the Hopf-Galois map
is bijective. Similarly as before, we define the corresponding translation map by
and we abbreviateβ´1 :" β´1p1 b B´q . Again, in case B " k is central in V , the map β is invertible if and only if V is a Hopf algebra, and one has v´b v`:" Spv p1b v p2q .
Remark 2.4. This latter definition might now lead to slight confusion in terminology as saying "left/right Hopf algebroid" does not specify whether the underlying bialgebroid is left or right, whereas "left/right Hopf algebroid for a left/right bialgebroid" appears way too clumsy. However, in the following we will always mean by "left Hopf algebroid" as having an underlying left bialgebroid structure, and by "right Hopf algebroid" an underlying right one. We also want to stress that interchanging left and right here is more than a pure exercise in chirality yoga: as mentioned before, this determines the monoidality of the respective category of modules.
The following lemma collects some useful properties for the so-defined translation maps for left and right bialgebroids (see [Sch1, Prop. 3.7] for the first part and [BöŞ t2, Lem. 2.14] for the second):
Lemma 2.5. 
14)
where in (2.9) we mean the Takeuchi-Sweedler product
(ii ) Let pV, Bq be a right Hopf algebroid over an underlying right bialgebroid. Then one has: 
2.3.
Modules, comodules, and contramodules.
2.3.1. Modules and comodules over bialgebroids. We shall not discuss all details here of modules and comodules over bialgebroids as they have been written many times in the literature, see, for example, [Bö] for an overview. However, we want to repeat that -in contrast to bialgebras -the category U op -Mod of right modules over a left bialgebroid U is in general not monoidal, whereas the category of left modules U -Mod is so; they same holds with left and right interchanged for right bialgebroids.
In [ChGaKo, Prop. 3.1 .1], we listed a multitude of U -module structures over Homspaces and tensor products of U -modules, two of which will be important in what follows: first, for M P U op -Mod and N P U -Mod, their tensor product M b A op N is again a right U -module by means of a sort of adjoint action
for m P M , n P N , u P U . Another crucial observation for our subsequent considerations is that for M, M 1 P U -Mod, the A e -module Hom A op pM, M 1 q carries a sort of transposed adjoint action if U is a left Hopf algebroid, that is, by
for u, v P U and φ P U˚:" Hom A op pU, Aq; we will come back to this situation in §2.4.
A (say) right comodule M over a (say) right bialgebroid pV, B, ∆ r , Bq (which is what we will need explicitly in the following) is a right B-module that is a right comodule with coaction m Þ Ñ m p0q b B m p1q of the coring underlying V , see [BrzWi] for details; there is an induced left B-action on M given by bm :" m p0q Bpb Ż m p1q q, hence M becomes a B-bimodule and the coaction a B-bimodule map.
The right coaction is then a B e -module morphism M Ñ MˆB V, where
is the Takeuchi-Sweedler product, similarly as for the bialgebroid coproduct, see (2.4). Both the categories Comod-V and V -Comod of right resp. left V -comodules are monoidal, and one has forgetful functors V -Comod Ñ Mod-B e and Comod-V Ñ Mod-B e . Same comments apply for a left bialgebroid pU, Aq to the categories U -Comod and Comod-U that have forgetful functors to A e -Mod.
Contramodules over bialgebroids.
Contramodules over coalgebras were introduced in [EiMo] half a century ago and discussed along with comodules, but later somehow neglected and are not overwhelmingly present in the literature. They are dealt with in the direction we need, for example, in [Brz] , and enlarged to corings and further discussed in [BöBrzWi, Po] . In case of a finite dimensional bialgebra (or bialgebroid), one should think of a contramodule as a module over the dual (see Lemma 4.6). However, contramodules pop up as natural coefficients in the cyclic theory of the Ext-groups and in this sense are also hidden in the classical cyclic cohomology theory in Connes [Co2] , see §6.
Definition 2.6. A right contramodule over a left bialgebroid pU, Aq is a right A-module M together with a right A-module map
called the contraaction (not to be confused with contraction) subject to
The isomorphism of the left vertical arrow of the upper diagram is established by the right A-module structure on Hom A op pU Ž , M q given by
for a P A, u P U ; the required right A-linearity of γ then reads γ`f pa Ż´q˘" γpf qa, @a P A.
(2.32)
One might be tempted to think that there always exists a trivial contraaction simply given by the evaluation f Þ Ñ f p1 U q, which obviously is a map Hom A op pU Ž , M q Ñ M , but it is precisely this right A-linearity (2.32) which excludes this possibility in general. However, in the situation that A " k, that is, for Hopf algebras, this problem disappears, see §6.2. We will denote the "free entry" in the structure map γ by hyphens or dots depending on whatever we think is more readable in a specific situation, i.e., for f P Hom A op pU, M q write γpf p´qq or γpf p¨qq in explicit computations (see below). As in [Brz] , we explicitly write the condition given by the first diagram for
where the dots match the map γ with the respective argument, and where the inner contraaction : γ has to be carried out first as evident from the first diagram in Definition 2.6. The second diagram explicitly reads as γpmεp´qq " m (2.34) for m P M . As mentioned in [BöŞ t1, §A.7] and similarly as for comodules, a right Ucontramodule additionally induces a left A-action given by
turning M into an A-bimodule, which defines a forgetful functor
from the category of right U -contramodules to that of A-bimodules. In particular, γ this way becomes an A-bimodule map with respect to the right A-action (2.31) and the left A-action af :" f p´đ aq on Hom A op pU, M q, as we see by computing
where we used counitality of U in the first step.
* * * Similar definitions hold for left contramodules, or contramodules over right bialgebroids, but none of the respective categories is known to be monoidal. Finally, observe that whereas the base algebra A of a left bialgebroid U carries a canonical U -module structure by the counit as well as a canonical left resp. right U -coaction by the source resp. target map, there is no canonical U -contraaction on A.
Yetter-Drinfel'd algebras and anti Yetter-Drinfel'd modules.
The following standard concept (see, for example, [Sch1, §4] for the first part, and [BrzMi, §4] for the third) will be needed when establishing operadic structures on the complex in question; since we shall also consider its dual version, we need various versions of it.
Definition 2.7.
such that the underlying A-bimodule structures coincide and such that
for all u P U, n P N . The resulting monoidal category will be denoted by
such that the underlying B-bimodule structures coincide and such that
for all v P V, m P M . We denote the resulting monoidal category by YD
) that is both a monoid in U -Mod as well as in U -Comod, and which is called braided commutative if it is commutative with respect to the Yetter-Drinfel'd braiding, that is n¨N n 1 " pn p´1q n 1 q¨N n p0q , (2.40) for all n, n 1 P N , where´¨N´indicates the monoid structure on N .
Let us still mention that for a monoid N in U -Mod (as for example a Yetter-Drinfel'd algebra), one has the following properties for m, n P M, a, b P A,
with respect to the induced A e -module structures from (2.3).
Furthermore, to define cyclic modules, we will need the right bialgebroid version of certain coefficient modules as defined in [BöŞ t2, Def. 2.15] , which are in some sense opposite to Yetter-Drinfel'd modules:
Definition 2.8. An anti Yetter-Drinfel'd (aYD) module M over a right bialgebroid pV, Bq is a left V -module and right V -comodule such that the underlying B-bimodule structures arising from the forgetful functors coincide, that is, 42) and such that action followed by coaction is given as YD and the weak centre of U -Mod is established, whereas in [Ko2, Lem. 6 .1] it was proven in the bialgebroid context that aYD modules form a module category over U U YD, see the comments below Remark 4.7. On the other hand, in [Sh, Prop. 2.7] it was shown that at least for a Hopf algebra H the category of aYD modules can be identified with the centre of the bimodule category given by the opposite category of H-comodules. We presume that an analogous statement holds for bialgebroids when using the weak centre of a bimodule category [KobSh, Def. 2 .1], see also Remark 4.17 at the end of section §4.3.
As we want to compare bialgebroids with their duals later on, we will finally need the following concept of an anti Yetter-Drinfel'd contramodule but in order not to swamp the reader with too many definitions in a row, we will postpone it until Definition 4.3.
2.4. Duals. In this section we briefly recall how the right dual U˚:" Hom A op pU Ž , A A q becomes a right bialgebroid if the right A-module U Ž for the left bialgebroid pU, Aq is finitely generated projective over A; a similar discussion also holds for the left dual U˚:" Hom A p Ż U , A A q, which we omit. See [KaSz] and [Ko3, §3.1] for all notions and conventions used here. In longer expressions, we will frequently write xφ, uy to mean φpuq for φ P U˚, u P U as this increases readability (at least in our opinion).
The dualisation of the left bialgebroid structure pU, A, s ℓ , t ℓ , ∆ ℓ , εq yields a right bialgebroid pU˚, A, s r , t r , ∆ r , Bq over the same base algebra if one imposes suitable finiteness and projectivity assumptions [KaSz] : the monoid structure exists in full generality and is given by pφψqpuq :" xψ, xφ, u p1q y Ż u p2q y, (2.44)
where φ, ψ P U˚, u P U . This product can be promoted to an A e -ring structure if one defines the source and target maps as
If we denote, exactly as in (2.3) for every bialgebroid (be it left or right), the four A-module structures on U˚as
for φ P U˚, a, b P A, one can write down the identities xφ, u Ž ay " xφ, uya, xφ, a Ż uy " xφ Ž a, uy, xφ, u đ ay " xa Ż φ, uy, xφ, a § uy " xφ đ a, uy, xa § φ, uy " axφ, uy, (2.45) hence the pairing between the A e -rings U˚and U corresponds to what was called a right A e -pairing in [ChGa] . In order to obtain an A-coring structure pU˚, ∆ r , Bq, one sets
When U Ž and hence also § U˚is finitely generated A-projective, the map
is an isomorphism and ∆ r given above defines a (right) coproduct, that is 48) and B gives the (right) counit for this. Choosing a dual basis te i u 1ďiďn P U, 49) and from (2.45) follows that if U Ž is finitely generated A-projective, then § U˚is so as well with decomposition xφ, uy "
We conclude by explicitly writing down the coproduct (2.46) by means of the left Umodule structure pv á φqpuq :" φpuvq (2.51)
(2.52)
THE HOPF STRUCTURE ON THE DUAL
A question left open for years was whether the dual(s) of a bialgebroid carries a (left or right) Hopf structure as well. A certain progress in this direction was made in [ChGaKo] , where a map S˚: U˚Ñ U˚was defined that turns out to be an isomorphism if U is both a left and a right Hopf algebroid (as a left bialgebroid). The ultimate answer that the dual(s) do carry a Hopf structure as well was given in [Sch2] by an abstract categorical reasoning, but no explicit expression for the translation map was given, a gap we are going to fill in this section. The idea is pretty simple: whereas the coproduct on U˚is somehow the transpose of the left U -module structure (2.51) on U˚, the translation map, which can be interpreted as the inverse of the coproduct, results as the transpose of the left U -module structure (2.29) on U˚. More precisely:
Theorem 3.1. Let pU, Aq be a left bialgebroid which is additionally a left Hopf algebroid, and let U Ž be finitely generated A-projective. Then the right dual pU˚, Aq is a right bialgebroid which is additionally a right Hopf algebroid. More precisely, the map β´1 : U˚Ñ § U˚b A op UŽ given by
yields a translation map which defines an inverse to the Hopf-Galois map
on U˚. Explicitly, if te i u 1ďiďn P U, te i u 1ďiďn P U˚is a dual basis, the translation map reads as
Remark 3.2. Comparing the coproduct (2.52) with the translation map (3.3), we notice that these expressions are built the same way and only (apart from using different tensor products) differ by the way U acts on U˚. Observe that for v " 1 this yields the map S˚: U˚Ñ U˚introduced in [ChGaKo] ; see there for a discussion of this map. Of course, a similar statement also holds for the left dual U˚, that is, if the left bialgebroid U additionally were a right Hopf algebroid and Ż U finitely generated A-projective, then the right bialgebroid U˚became a left Hopf algebroid. If U happens to be both a left and a right Hopf algebroid (and A-projective in two senses), then the two duals are isomorphic via the map S˚, see [ChGaKo, Thm. 5.1.3] .
Proof of Theorem 3.1. As the Hopf-Galois map is a morphism of right U˚-modules, it is enough to verify (2.19) and (2.20) with respect to (3.3) to show that (3.1) defines the inverse to the Hopf-Galois map (3.2) for the right bialgebroid U˚. One has
Hence, φ´φ`p 1q b A φ`p 2q " ε b A φ, which is (2.19) for the right bialgebroid pU˚, Aq. Verifying also (2.20) along these lines is left to the reader.
For convenience in later computations, note the following useful relation: Lemma 3.3. For φ P U˚and u P U , one can write φ`Ž xφ´, uy " u φ.
(3.4)
Proof. As the desired identity lives in U˚, we are going to prove it by pairing both sides with an arbitrary element w P U . One has
2.14),(2.17),(2.49) " εpxφ, u´wy § u`q " xu φ, wy, for all w P U .
CYCLIC STRUCTURES ON THE COMPLEX COMPUTING Ext
The idea in this section is to obtain the structure of a cyclic module on the complex that computes the Ext-groups as an application of the Hopf structure on the dual, since we now know that pU˚, Aq is a right Hopf algebroid. To start with, consider the following right bialgebroid version of [KoKr2, 
defines a para-cocyclic k-module (where we abbreviated w :"
Proof. The proof of this fact works along the lines of the corresponding result in loc. cit., which is why we omit it.
The cosimplicial k-module in (4.1) only uses the right bialgebroid structure along with the right V -comodule structure of M . Putting [KoKr2] . We shall apply this lemma to the right bialgebroid pU˚, Aq given by the right dual of a left bialgebroid pU, Aq to obtain the structure of a cocylic k-module structure on
where the tensor product is formed with respect to the A-bimodule structure § U Ž and M is a right U -contramodule and left U -module.
Contramodules as coefficients.
To obtain cyclicity, we need to impose a compatibility condition between the U -action and the U -contraaction, similar to the case of aYD modules above, leading to so-called aYD contramodules, which is the content of this subsection. In the context of Hopf algebras, the corresponding definition is due to [Brz] 
and such that action and contraaction are compatible in the sense that
for all m P M , where we denote p´qm : u Þ Ñ um as a map in Hom A op pU, M q.
Remark 4.4.
(i ) The left U -action that appears in the argument of γ on the right hand side of (4.4) is of course that on M : the argument of γ has therefore to be understood as the element in Hom A op pU, M q given by U Q w Þ Ñ u`p 2q f pu´wu`p 1q q, see below for the issue of well-definedness. For a conceptually somewhat cleaner notation (but with less similarity to aYD modules) one could rewrite the condition (4.4) as upγpf" γ`pu p2q f qpp´qu p1q q˘, (4.6) using (2.12) and the left U -action (2.28) on Hom A op pU, M q. (ii ) That the right hand side from (4.4) or (4.6) is actually well-defined might appear, at first glance, somewhat mysterious since on an arbitrary U -bimodule N over a left Hopf algebroid U there is in general no well-defined adjoint action of the kind n Þ Ñ u´nu`for n P N, u P U . On the other hand, (4.4) does indeed make sense: let us prove that the right hand side in (4.4) does not depend on the choice of a representative for
Whereas for the first case this is obvious by the A op -linearity of both f and the left coproduct on U , the second case turns out to be slightly more tricky: first of all,
where we used counitality and the A op -linearity of f in the last step. With this identity, it is then simple to see that the right hand side of (4.6) does not differ for two representatives
i of the coproduct ∆ ℓ puq for an element u P U ; hence, (4.6) is well-defined. (iii ) Anti Yetter-Drinfel'd contramodules over a (left or right) bialgebroid form a category, which again is unlikely to be monoidal. To start with, the respective base algebra of a (left or right) bialgebroid in general is not an aYD contramodule, and, as said before, usually not even a contramodule at all.
Example 4.5. In case of the group Hopf algebra kG for an infinite discrete group G, the concept of contramodules is illustrated in [Sh, §4.1] : the category of kG-contramodules turns out to be equivalent to that of G-graded vector spaces, whereas the category of aYDcontramodules over G is equivalent to that of G-graded G-equivariant vector spaces, as is the category of aYD modules over kG. We refer to loc. cit. for details as well as for a discussion about stability and cyclic cohomology in this case.
To continue, we need to discuss how these coefficient modules transform if passing to the dual. Most of the statements in the following lemma are well-known but perhaps not explicitly written down (and proven) for the bialgebroid setting:
Lemma 4.6. Let pU, Aq be a left bialgebroid.
(i ) There is a functor U -Comod Ñ Mod-U˚, and if U Ž is finitely generated A-projective, this functor is monoidal and has a quasi-inverse Mod-U˚Ñ U -Comod giving a (strict) monoidal equivalence Proof. The first four parts of this lemma are not too surprising results, some of them wellknown, which is why we only give some hints and not discuss, for example, the respective morphisms. Part (i): this was proven, along with an analogous consideration for the left dual, in [Ko3, Thm. 3.1.11] and also appeared earlier in [Sch1, §5] ; see [ChGaKo, Prop. 4.2 .1] as well. For later use, we mention that given an (A op -balanced) right U˚-module structure
defines a left U -comodule structure on M , where te i u 1ďiďn P U, te i u 1ďiďn P U˚is a dual basis; vice versa, for a left U -comodule M , the assignment mφ :" xφ, m p´1q ym p0q (4.9) defines a right U˚-module structure on M . Part (ii): similarly to the first part, consider the map 10) which is an isomorphism if U Ž is finitely generated A-projective, with inverse
where te i u 1ďiďn P U, te i u 1ďiďn P U˚is a dual basis. As is a straightforward check using (2.48) and the coassociativity of M , the map
defines a right U˚-comodule structure on M , which is easily verified by means of (2.48). That both constructions are mutually inverse is easily seen by the decomposition (2.49) as well as the forgetful functor (2.3). As for the claim that the so-given functor F : Comod-U˚Ñ U -Mod is monoidal, recall that the monoidal structure on U -Mod is given by the diagonal action, that is, the tensor product M 1 b A N 1 of two U -modules is a U -module by defining the left action upm 1 b A n 1 q :" u p1q m 1 b A u p2q n 1 , whereas the tensor product M b A N of two right U˚-comodules becomes a right U˚-comodule by the codiagonal coaction, that is, by the right coaction m b A n Þ Ñ pm p0q b A n p0b A m p1q n p1q . The prescription (4.12) then defines on M b A N the left U -action
hence F pM b A N q " F M b A F N , and that F pAq " A for the unit object in both categories is also easy to see. Part (iii): for this, use the first two parts of this lemma and show that under these equivalences the (right bialgebroid) Yetter-Drinfel'd condition (2.39) follows if the (left bialgebroid) Yetter-Drinfel'd condition (2.38) is fulfilled (and vice versa, but we only show the first case). So, let M P U U YD and using the notation φ " xφ,¨y for an element in U˚, the left hand side in (2.39) can then for any u P U be expressed as 
where we wrote m b A n for both an element in M b A N as well as for the corresponding element in F pM q b A F pN q. Part (iv): here, we simply make use of the map (4.10) along with (4.11) again: if γ : Hom A op pU, M q Ñ M is a right U -contramodule and mxφ,¨y denotes the element in Hom A op pU, M q defined by u Þ Ñ mxφ, uy for φ P U˚and m P M , then § U˚b A op M A Ñ M, φ¨m :" γpmxφ,´yq (4.14)
yields a left U˚-module structure on M . Indeed, for φ, ψ P U˚and m P M , one has pφψq¨m " γpmxφψ,´yq " γpmxψ, xφ, p´q p1q y Ż p´q p2q yq (2.33)
" 9 γ`: γpmxψ, xφ,¨y Ż¨¨yq(
2.32)
" 9 γ`: γpmxψ,¨¨yqxφ,¨y( 4.14)
" γ`pψ¨mqxφ,´y˘" φ¨pψ¨mq.
Conversely, if U Ž is finitely generated A-projective and § U˚b
gives a right U -contraaction: we only verify (2.33) and leave the rest to the reader. To this end, first recall from, e.g., [Ko3, §3] the isomorphism that is, we showed (2.33). Part (v): here, we only show that the condition (2.43) is transformed into (4.4) when applying the functors Comod-U˚Ñ U -Mod and U˚-Mod Ñ Contramod-U (and their quasi-inverses) from parts (ii) and (iv), and leave the missing details to the reader. So, let M be an aYD module over U˚, that is, a left U˚-module and right U˚-comodule that fulfils (2.43), and let as before te i u 1ďiďn P U, te i u 1ďiďn P U˚be a dual basis. We compute u`γpf q˘( 
which is (4.6) resp. (4.4), hence M is also an aYD contramodule over U . As for stability, if M is stable in U˚a YD U˚, one has m " m p1q¨mp0q (4.14)
" γpm p0q xm p1q ,´yq
hence it is stable in U aYD contra´U (and vice versa).
Remark 4.7.
(i ) The first two parts look exactly the way it would be for bialgebras and might therefore appear somehow banal, but we do not want to deprive the reader of the fact that starting with the left dual U˚" Hom A p Ż U , Aq one perhaps somewhat unexpectedly obtains a functor Comod-U Ñ Mod-U˚, see [ChGaKo, Prop. 4 
.2.1]. (ii ) The functor Contramod-U Ñ U˚-Mod is not monoidal as in general U˚-Mod
resp. Contramod-U is known not to be monoidal resp. not known to be monoidal, as mentioned before.
The idea behind the subsequent proposition is as follows: as briefly mentioned in Remark 2.9, whereas Yetter-Drinfel'd modules form a monoidal category U U YD, anti YetterDrinfel'd modules generally do not; on the other hand, they do constitute a module category over U U YD, that is to say, the tensor product of an aYD module with a YD module yields an aYD module again, see [Ko2, Lem. 6 .1] in the bialgebroid context. Here, along with the codiagonal left coaction on the tensor product, one uses the right action from (2.27). If U Ž is finitely generated projective, in quite the same way tensoring a left U˚-module with a right U˚-module gives a left module again, which in view of Lemma 4.6, parts (iv) and (i) amounts to tensoring a right U -contramodule with a left U -comodule to obtain a right U -contramodule again. Using again Lemma 4.6, parts (iii) and (v), the aYD property then translates by saying that the aYD contramodules form a model category over U U YD as well (where the left U -module structure on the tensor product is given by the diagonal left action):
Proposition 4.8. Let pU, Aq be a left Hopf algebroid with U Ž finitely generated Aprojective.
Remark 4.9. One might be tempted to think that this is somehow also true in the nonfinite case but at present we did not manage to prove this. Also, it is not clear whether the possible stability of M implied stability of M b A N .
Proof of Proposition 4.8. Let f P Hom
to reduce the quantity of sub-or superscripts in order to lighten notation, we will simply denote this as f puq 1 b A f puq 2 , with summation understood.
Part (i): we claim that for M P Contramod-U and N P U -Comod,
(4.16) defines a right U -contraaction on M b A N , where γ M is the right U -contraaction on M , and te j u 1ďiďn P U, te j u 1ďiďn P U˚a dual basis. To prove this, we either might directly verify the defining Eqs. (2.32)-(2.34), or show how this contraaction can be obtained from Lemma 4.6 described right before the proposition. To this end, consider the adjoint left action on M b A N over the right Hopf algebroid U˚given by pφ, m b A nq Þ Ñ φ`m b A nφ´. Using then the isomorphism (4.11) along with (4.15), we see that the contraaction on M b A N is given by
4.9),(4.14)
which is what was claimed. Part (ii): we need to show that (4.4) holds for γ from (4.16) under the condition that (4.4) already holds for γ M , and likewise with respect to stability. On the one hand, using the diagonal left U -action on M b A N , one has for u P U : 
(2.5),(2.17),(2.4),(2.12)
that is, we showed (4.4) for the contraaction (4.16).
Remark 4.10. In particular, if M " A, that is, if the base algebra itself is an aYD contramodule over U and N P U U YD, then
defines a right U -contraaction on N which turns it into an aYD contramodule. * * * 4.2. The cocyclic module. We are now in a position to define a set of operators pδ i , σ j , τ q that will turn out to define a cocyclic module structure on the k-modules C ‚ pU, M q from (4.2). To this end, set
Zero cochains are identified with elements of M by means of Hom A op pA op , M q » M , and the corresponding cofaces read
As always, set β :" ř n`1 i"0 p´1q i δ i . It is a straightforward check that`C ‚ pU, M q, δ ‚ , σ ‚d efines a cosimplicial k-module, and only needs the left U -bialgebroid structure of U along with the left U -module structure of M . We can therefore make the following definition: [KoKr3] . To prove that pC ‚ pU, M q, δ ‚ , σ ‚ , τ q also defines a cocyclic k-module, we will pass through the dual: a higher degree version of (4.10) gives a map between the complexes we are interested in. More precisely, define (4.20) which, as before, is an isomorphism if U Ž is finitely generated A-projective in which case the inverse reads 
where ξ is the isomorphism from (4.20) and δ Proof. We will only prove this for the most difficult case, that is, for the cyclic operator, and leave the respective computations for cofaces and codegeneracies to the reader; however, we even restrict to the case n " 2 for reasons of space and to avoid too messy expressions (you will soon understand) as for example appear in (4.20), the case for general n then being obvious (no induction needed).
So, let f P C ‚ pU, M q and assume for a minute that U Ž is finitely generated A-projective with dual basis te i u 1ďiďn P U, te i u 1ďiďn P U˚, and let¨denote the left U˚-action on M . One computes for u, v P U pξ˝τ 1˝ξ´1 qpu, vq 22) that is, a certain element in U˚acting on an element in M , and we proceed by simplifying this element in U˚: for u, v, w P U , one has
2.14),(2.17),(2.49)
2.14),(2.17)
Hence, we can resume our computation in (4.22) and continue by
p1q f pv p1q , e j q( 4.14)
" ř j γ´`u p1q f pv p1q , e j q˘xpu p2q v p2e j ,´y¯,
where γ : Hom A op pU, M q Ñ M is the right U -contramodule structure on M that corresponds to the left U˚-action as in Lemma 4.6, Eq. (4.14). We proceed by simplifying the element in Hom A op pU, M q given by w Þ Ñ`u p1q f pv p1q , e j q˘@pu p2q v p2e j , wy. More precisely, ř j`u p1q f pv p1q , e j q˘xpu p2q v p2e j , wy
where in the fourth and in the last step we used the properties (2.5) of a left bialgebroid counit. Putting this now back into (4.23), we obtain
and this proves that for τ (and likewise δ i and σ j ) in (4.19) the identity τ " ξ˝τ 1˝ξ´1
holds under the given assumptions.
Corollary 4.13. If U is a left Hopf algebroid and M is a left U -module right Ucontramodule with compatible left A-actions, then C ‚ pU, M q with the operators pδ ‚ , σ ‚ , τ q from (4.19) forms a para-cocyclic k-module, which is cocyclic if M is a stable aYD contramodule.
Proof. The first statement follows from Lemma 4.1 and since the triple pδ 1 i , σ 1 j , τ 1 q determines a para-cocyclic k-module, pδ i , σ j , τ q do so as well. However, observe at this point that now the para-cocyclic relations for the operators (4.19) hold in full generality, whether U is finitely generated projective or not. The second statement about cyclicity follows from Lemma 4.6 (iv) and (v).
For later use, note that the cyclicity condition τ n`1 " id on elements of degree n precisely amounts to the stability (4.5), that is 24) which is the identity if the contramodule is stable.
4.3. Trace functors. In this subsection, we will briefly address the question of how cyclic (co)homology with values in aYD contramodules is related to trace functors (in the sense of [Kal2, Def. 2.1], see also [Kal1] ); most details will be skipped and published elsewhere.
The following definition is due to [Kal2, Def. 2.1]:
Definition 4.14. A trace functor consists of a functor T : C Ñ E between a (unital, associative) monoidal category pC, b, 1q and a category E, together with isomorphisms
for all X, Y P C that are unital (that is, τ 1,Y " id), functorial in X and Y , as well as fulfil the property τ Z,XbY˝τY,ZbX˝τX,Y bZ " id for all X, Y, Z P C.
We illustrate the above by looking at aYD contramodules, inspired by but slightly generalising the approach given in [KobSh, §7] . Let C op denote the opposite category to a given category C. 
for n P N, p P P .
In order to prove this theorem, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 4.16.
(i ) For every left bialgebroid pU, Aq, the category U -Mod is left closed monoidal, that is, has left internal Hom functors. (ii ) If the left bialgebroid pU, Aq is a left Hopf algebroid, the category U -Mod is right closed monoidal, that is, has right internal Hom functors. (iii ) Consequently, for a left Hopf algebroid pU, Aq over an underlying left bialgebroid, the category U -Mod is biclosed monoidal, that is, has both left and right internal Hom functors.
Proof. The first part is, in a standard way, seen as follows: for M, N, P P U -Mod over a left bialgebroid pU, Aq, the customary isomorphism
by rpξf qppqspn b A uq :" f pn b A upq and inverse pξ´1gqpn b A pq :" rgppqspn b A 1 U q, where we set hom ℓ pN, M q :" Hom U pN b A U, M q equipped with the left U -action given by right multiplication on U in the argument.
As for the second part, let again M, N, P P U -Mod. The right internal Homs are defined by hom r pM, N q :" Hom A op pM, N q equipped with the left U -action (2.28), along with the adjunction morphism ζ : Hom U pP b A N, M q Ñ Hom U pP, hom r pN, Mgiven by pζf qppq :" f pp b A´q for p P P . To see that ζf indeed lands in Hom U pP, hom r pN, M qq, we check the U -linearity:
using (2.10) and (2.28) and the diagonal action on P b A N . In the other direction, define η : Hom U pP, hom r pN, MÑ Hom U pP b A N, M q by pηgqpp b A nq :" rgppqspnq, and that ηg indeed lands in Hom U pP b A N, M q follows from pηgqpu p1q p b A u p2q nq " rgpu p1q pqspu p2q nq " ru p1q pgppqqspu p2q nq " u p1q``r gppqspu p1q´up2q nq˘" u`rgppqspnq˘, for p P P , n P N , using (2.11) and (2.28) again. Finally, that ζ and η are indeed mutual inverses follows as in the classical Hom-tensor adjunction, and we obtain
The third part is an obvious consequence of the first two statements.
Proof of Theorem 4.15. Comparing the two adjunctions (4.26) and (4.27) from Lemma 4.16 if pU, Aq is a left Hopf algebroid, one sees that it is enough to find a U -module isomorphism from hom r pN, M q to hom ℓ pN, M q to prove the statement. Note first that for N, M P U -Mod and f P hom r pN, M q, one obviously has f pp´qnq P Hom A op pU, M q. Hence, if M is also a right U -contramodule, it makes sense to define
follows if M fulfils the aYD condition (4.6): one has v`pτ N f qpn b A uq˘" γ`ppv p2q uq f qpp¨qv p1q nq˘" pτ N f qpv p1q n b A v p2q uq " pτ N f qpvpn b A uqq for all v P U , and that this map is a morphism of left U -modules is also straightforward: for v P V , we have
where we denoted the left U -action on hom ℓ pN, M q just by juxtaposition. As for its inverse, set
that is, pτ N gqpnq " γpgpn b A´q q, and by
or all u P U , we see that this is a map of U -modules as well. We then compute
where we used the contraassociativity (2.33) in the third step and (2.11) in the fourth. Hence, if the aYD contramodule M is stable, then γpp´qf pnqq " f pnq, and therefore τ N˝τ N " id; likewise, one proves τ N˝τ N " id. These maps are therefore mutual inverses and τ N is a U -module isomorphism if M is stable.
In total, we get a commutative diagram
and we need to show thatτ given in (4.25) fits into this diagram at the dotted arrow, that is, thatτ " ξ´1˝Hom U pP, τ N q˝η. More precisely, for f P Hom U pP b A N, M q, we have
The proof of the second displayed equation in the Definition 4.14 of a trace functor is left to the reader. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
We proceed by showing how to obtain from Theorem 4.15, that is, from a trace functor the cyclic operator τ in (4.19) on the complex C ‚ pU, M q. Computing the homology of C ‚ pU, M q could be achieved by considering the homology of Hom U pBar ‚ pU q, M q, where Bar n pU q :" p § U Ž q b A op n`1 is the bar resolution of A, which is a U -module by multiplication on the first factor. On the other hand, Bar ‚ pU q is not a monoidal product of two U -modules in U -Mod, which is what we need in Theorem 4.15; but thanks to the Hopf-Galois map (or rather its "higher" version [KoKr2, Lem. 4 .10]), there is a U -module isomorphism
Observe then that for any N, M P U -Mod, one has an isomorphism of k-modules
with inverse ξ´1 : g Þ Ñ gp1 b A´q . This follows from
and can apply Theorem 4.15 on the left hand side to obtain (or rather reproduce) the cyclic operator on the right hand side from Theorems 1.2 & 1.3; more precisely, define for f P C ‚ pU, M q τ f :"`Hom A op pα ℓ , M q˝ξ´1˝τ˝ξ˝Hom A op pα´1 ℓ , M q˘pf q, which will be shown to coincide with the cyclic operator in (4.19). For the sake of readability, we will do this in degree one only (since the maps Hom A op pα ℓ , M q are trivial in this case):
which is τ in (4.19) for n " 1. For higher degrees the computation is similar, but much more technical due to the non-trivial maps Hom A op pα ℓ , M q.
Remark 4.17. In [KobSh, §6] , the biclosedness of U -Mod is proven if U is assumed to be a full Hopf algebroid with invertible antipode; Lemma 4.16 is slightly more general inasmuch as there are left Hopf algebroids which are not full Hopf algebroids (in particular, do not carry neither a right bialgebroid structure nor an antipode): an example is given by the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie-Rinehart algebra [KoP] . Still in [KobSh] , it is shown that the category of aYD contramodules over a full Hopf algebroid is equivalent to the (weak) center (in the sense of [EtNiOs, §2.8] ) of pU -Modq op as a bimodule category over U -Mod. We guess that the proof carries over when relaxing to left Hopf algebroids, but leave this to a future project. * * * Higher structures on the cohomology groups H ‚ pU, M q resp. Ext ‚ U pA, M q will be the main objects of study in the next section. Remark 5.2. We believe that the second part is true even if U Ž is not finitely generated Aprojective (the first part shows that there are instances of this situation), but for the moment we were not able to prove this.
OPERADIC STRUCTURES AND Ext
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Part (i): recall that the operadic composition on CpU, Aq is given by 1) see [Ko2, Eq. (6.15 )] (or [KoKr3] for the opposite composition) for further details. We want to show that this composition together with the cyclic operator τ from (4.19) fulfils the criteria in Definition 2.1 (ii). With the multiplication element on CpU, Aq given by µ " εm U , where m U is the product in U , the property τ µ " µ is a straightforward check. We furthermore need to check Eqs. (2.2), but we shall limit ourselves to only show the first one. For φ P C ‚ pU, Aq and ψ P C q pU, Aq, one has
whereas, on the other hand,
yields, together with µ :" pε m U p¨,¨qq Ż 1 M , where m U is the multiplication map of U , and 1 :" εp¨q Ż 1 M as well as e :" 1 M an operad with multiplication. On the other hand, a straightforward right bialgebroid adaptation of the formulae given in §3.2 of op. cit. yields that if U Ž is finitely generated A-projective and M again a braided commutative YD algebra (over U˚this time), even C co pU˚, M q by means of the composition˝c
where we abbreviate pm, φ 1 , . . . , φ n q :" mb A φ 1 b A¨¨¨bA φ n , along with the multiplication element µ :" p1 U˚, 1 U˚, 1 M q, 1 :" p1 U˚, 1 M q, and e :" 1 M becomes an operad with multiplication. On top, in Theorem 3.10 in op. cit., this operad was shown to be cyclic with respect to the cyclic operator τ 1 from (4.1): for this, one requires an aYD module structure on the base algebra A over the right bialgebroid U˚to produce such a structure on the braided commutative YD algebra A b A op M » M (see the comments right before Proposition 4.8 for a short explanation of this construction), and if M is stable, C co pU˚, M q is a cyclic operad with multiplication, indeed.
To now obtain from this that CpU, M q is a cyclic operad with multiplication as well, one simply dualises the aforementioned construction: to start with, from Lemma 4.6, part (iii) one obtains that a braided commutative YD algebra over the right bialgebroid Uc orresponds to a braided commutative YD algebra over the left bialgebroid U ; the aYD contramodule structure on M over U was obtained by Proposition 4.8, part (ii), along with Lemma 4.6, part (v), and is hence a construction precisely dual to the one that gives M the structure of an aYD module over U˚; between the cyclic operators τ 1 on C ‚ co pU˚, M q and τ on C ‚ pU, M q we established in Proposition 4.12 the relation τ " ξ˝τ 1˝ξ´1 , with respect to the isomorphism ξ from (4.20); hence, the only thing that is left to show is
with respect to the composition operations (5.2) and (5.3) above; which is a messy, but straightforward check, and fills a page or two. As an illustration, we will compute the case for p " q " j " 2 (in the opposite direction), which contains all important steps; it is then immediately clear how to transfer this to the general case. So, let 
E¨M pe i 1 p2q n p0bA e i 1 bA e i 2 bA e i 3 (2.44) which is (5.3) for this case. With this property, the statement that CpU, M q under the given conditions defines a cyclic operad with multiplication now follows from the respective property of C co pU˚, M q.
Although we already know that pC ‚ pU, M q, δ ‚ , σ ‚ , τ q defines (under the mentioned assumptions) a cocyclic k-module, we still want to apply Theorem 2.3, that is, [Me1, Thm. 1.4] 
EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS
In this example section, we will first consider how to apply the results developed so far in the specific case of a bialgebroid resp. left Hopf algebroid that leads to the well-known Hochschild complex, and then treat some examples of algebras that allow for a cyclic structure on the Hochschild complex and hence for a BV algebra structure on Hochschild cohomology. In the last section, we shortly deal with Hopf algebras and recover the results from Menichi in [Me2] . 6.1. Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra structures on Hochschild cohomology. Recall the left Hopf algebroid pU, Aq :" pA e , Aq for an associative k-algebra A with structure maps (cf. [Sch1] )
for all a, b P A.
In the subsequent examples, we are particularly interested in the case in which A itself is a right A e -contramodule resp. an aYD contramodule over A e . Let us first consider this specific situation: the aYD condition (4.4) in case M " A reads for f P Hom A op pA e , Aq and a right A e -contraaction γ : Hom A op pA e , Aq Ñ A: Remark 6.2. Observe that if A is not stable in the aforementioned sense, the Hochschild cochain spaces still form a para-cyclic operad (with multiplication).
For more general coefficients M , it is convenient to simplify the contramodule axioms in Definition 2.6 using the bialgebroid structure (6.1) of pA e , Aq: identifying Hom A op pA e , M q » Hom k pA, M q, we can rewrite the conditions (2.32)-(2.34) as follows: a right A e -contramodule is a right A-module M together with a map
where the first again simply expresses the fact that γ be a right A-module morphism with respect to the right A-action f a :" f pap´qq for f P Hom k pA, M q and a P A, and where again in the second line the dots over the maps are meant to match the respective argument. As before, these conditions imply that by means of
there is also a left A-module structure on M and then the analogue of Eq. (2.37) reads
that is, γ is an A-bimodule map.
As above, the aYD conditions (4.3)-(4.4) are trivially fulfilled once a contraaction is found. The stability (4.5) now becomes γpp´qmq " m, (6.5)
where as before we denote p´qm : a Þ Ñ am as a map in Hom k pA, M q.
With the formulae in (6.1), it is easy to see that one obtains C ‚ pA e , M q » Hom k pA b‚ , M q ": C ‚ pA, M q, (6.6) that is, one obtains the conventional Hochschild complex for a left A e -module (resp. Abimodule) M . It is also quite straightforward to see that the cosimplicial structure in (4.19) reduces to the well-known one from [Ho] , up to the sign p´1q n`1 . The cocyclic operator from (4.19) in this case then reads pτ f qpa 1 , . . . , a n q " γ`a 1 f pa 2 , . . . , a n ,´q˘(6.7)
for f P C ‚ pA, M q, using (6.2) along with a contraaction as in (6.4).
Remark 6.3. As already remarked by Connes [Co2] , it is a priori not clear how to define a cocyclic operator on the Hochschild complex C ‚ pA, Aq for an arbitrary associative algebra with coefficients in the algebra itself. To circumvent this problem, cyclic cohomology was defined to be the cyclic cohomology of the complex C ‚ pA, A˚q, where A˚:" Hom k pA, kq. One then has C ‚ pA, A˚q » C ‚`1 pA, kq and the cocyclic operator is essentially the pull-back of the cyclic operator on the Hochschild homology complex, that is, cyclic permutation. See, e.g., [Lo, §2.1 .0] and also §1.5.5 in op. cit. for further comments on this with respect to functoriality. However, Eq. (6.7) does define indeed a cocyclic operator on C ‚ pA, Aq in case the algebra in question is equipped with an extra structure.
6.1.1. Symmetric algebras. This subsection could be of course integrated in the subsequent one about Frobenius algebras, but since in this case the argument is notably simpler, we decided to present it separately: recall from, e.g., [L, §16F] or [EiNa] that an algebra is called symmetric (in the sense of representation theory) if there is an isomorphism A Ñ A˚:" Hom k pA, kq of A-bimodules, where the A-bimodule structure on A˚is given by a Ż φ Ž b :" φpbp´qaq " xφ, bp´qay (6.8) for a, b P A, φ P A˚, where x., .y denotes the canonical pairing between A and A˚given by evaluation. Hence, an A e -contramodule structure Hom k pA, Aq Ñ A on A amounts to a map Hom k pA, A˚q » Hom k pA b A, kq Ñ As ubject to (6.4), and it is a simple check that the assignment γ : Hom k pA b A, kq Ñ A˚, g Þ Ñ gp´b 1 A q (6.9)
gives such a map such that A is stable over A e in the sense of (6.5). We therefore have Corollary 6.4. The Hochschild cohomology of a symmetric algebra is a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra.
This was the result obtained in [Tr] and later in [Me1, §4] as well as [EuSch] .
6.1.2. Frobenius algebras. In this section, let k be a field, which, for simplicity, we assume to be algebraically closed (if not, one can generalise the subsequent considerations along the lines in [LaZhZi, §4] ). For Frobenius algebras, there exists a considerable amount of equivalent definitions, most of which are listed in, for example, [St] . We use here the following formulation and give a few well-known details that are needed in the sequel: the Hochschild cochain spaces for an arbitrary Frobenius algebra constitute a para-cyclic operad with multiplication. However, using the same Eq. (6.13), one immediately sees that γpp´qaq " σpaq, @a P A, (6.14)
that is, the contramodule σ A in general is not stable. To obtain cyclicity and thereby the desired Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra structure on Hochschild cohomology, one has to restrict the class of Frobenius algebras under consideration.
6.1.3. The case of semisimple σ. In the following (similar to [KoKr3, LaZhZi] but more direct as the cocyclic operator τ on the Hochschild cochain spaces is directly available and we do not need to pass through duals), we restrict to the case in which σ is diagonalisable (semisimple), meaning that there is a subset Σ Ď kzt0u and a decomposition of k-vector spaces of the form A " à λPΣ A λ , A λ " ta P A | σpaq " λau.
Note that 1 P Σ because σp1q " 1 and that A λ A µ Ď A λµ . Denote by xΣy the monoid generated by Σ. Extending Corollary 6.4, we obtain: which splits off the homogeneous degree 1 part. As in [LaZhZi, Cor. 3.8] , one can show that the restriction β λ of the Hochschild differential β to the λ-homogeneous p-cochains maps them into the λ-homogeneous pp`1q-cochains; accordingly, set H ‚ pA, Aq λ :" H`C ‚ pA, Aq λ , β λ˘. On the other hand, for a para-cocyclic object, one has the general identity βB`Bβ " id´τ n`1 in degree n (see, for example, [KoKr3, Eq. (2.18 )]), and by means of (6.14), one observes that restricting this identity to C ‚ pA, Aq λ reads β λ B`Bβ λ " p1´λqid. Hence, for λ ‰ 1 the operator B is a contracting homotopy for C ‚ pA, Aq λ and therefore H ‚ pA, Aq λ " 0. By the splitting (6.15), we then obtain H ‚ pA, Aq 1 » H ‚ pA, σ Aq and since by Lemma 6.6 along with (6.14) we know that the cochain spaces C ‚ pA, Aq 1 yield a cyclic operad with multiplication, the statement is proven using Corollary 6.1.
This was the main result obtained in [LaZhZi] and independently also in [Vo] . We refer again to [LaZhZi, §5] and in particular Proposition 5.7 in op. cit. for a large amount of examples resp. classes of algebras where the semisimplicity condition for the Nakayama automorphism is met, and also for a couple of examples where this is not the case. However, up to our knowledge it is not proven (or disproven) whether in the latter situation the existence of a BV structure on Hochschild cohomology is automatically excluded for some reason.
6.2. Hopf algebras. If U :" H is a Hopf algebra over A :" k, then the theory developed in §5 notably simplifies since there is a canonical contraaction on any k-module M simply given by evaluation on 1 P H; remember that this is in general not allowed, see the comment after (2.32) and is parallel to the fact that not every A-module can be given the structure of a trivial comodule over a bialgebroid, in contrast to the bialgebra case. In case the Hopf algebra possesses further grouplike elements (apart from 1), that is, elements ς P H fulfilling ∆pςq " ς b ς and εpςq " 1, one can even make the following simple observation:
Lemma 6.8. Let H be a Hopf algebra over k. Then every k-module M carries a trivial H-contraaction given by γ : Hom k pH, M q Ñ M, f Þ Ñ f pςq for a grouplike element ς P H.
This explains why when defining a cocyclic structure on C ‚ pH, M q or C ‚ pH, kq as for example done in [Me2] , the contraaction becomes somehow "invisible". In fact, the cocyclic operator from (4.19) now reads where we used h`b h´" h p1q b Sph p2q q, the bialgebra counitality as well as the left action (2.29) for A " k along with the k-linearity of the bialgebra counit. In case M " k, as for the anti Yetter-Drinfel'd contramodule structure on k, the condition (4.4) now reads εphqf pςq " h`γpf q˘" γ´εph p2q qf`Sph p3q qp´qh p1q˘¯" f`Sph p2q qςh p1q˘, and using Spςqς " 1 " S´1pςqς one directly checks that k is a stable aYD contramodule (relative to the grouplike element ς, denoted by k ς ) if S 2 phq " ςhς´1. As a consequence, we recover Theorem 50 in [Me2] :
Corollary 6.9. Let H be a Hopf algebra over k and ς a grouplike element such that the antipode is a twisted involution, that is, S 2 phq " ςhς´1 for all h P H. Then H ‚ pH, k ς q resp. Ext ‚ H pk, k ς q is a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra.
